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ABSTRACT 
A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the existence of the stabilizing 
solution of the discrete-time Riccati equation without any invertibility or positivity 
assumptions. The result involves a special associated matrix pencil. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DTARE) 
ATXA - X - (L + ATXB)(R + BTXB)-l( BTXA + LT) + Q = 0, (1) 
where A E Rnx”, B E Rnxm, R = RT E R”‘“‘, L E R"'", Q = Q' E 
R”’ “. Let’s introduce as usual 
DEFINITION 1. We call X = XT E R"' ” a stabdizing solution for the 
DTARE if R -t BTXB is invertible, X satisfies (l), and A, A A + BF is 
asymptotically stable (i.e., all the eigenvalues are inside the unit disk), where 
F 4% -(R + RTXB)-l(B*xA + LT). (2) 
LINEAR AZAGEBRA AND ITS APPLZCATZONS 174: 229-238 (1992) 
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As is widely known, the DTARE and its stabilizing solution originated in 
the linear quadratic problem formulated for the discrete-time system 
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + h(t), t E N, x(0) = x,> (3) 
with the infinite-horizon-time quadratic performance index 
(4) 
where usually R > 0 and Q > 0 are considered. A classical approach to these 
topics is given in [l]. 
In this paper we shall derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of the stabilizing solution to the DTARE. No assumptions are made 
on the invertibility of A or positivity of R or Q. 
The case R > 0, Q >, 0, and A invertible was treated in [2] using the 
ordered Schur form of an associated symplectic matrix. The assumption on 
the invertibility of A is removed in [3] by introducing a symplectic matrix 
pencil. The ordered Schur form is replaced by the generalized Schur decom- 
position extensively treated in [4]. An attempt to remove the invertibility of R 
was made in [5] by introducing another type of matrix pencil, which we call in 
this paper the extended symplectic pencil. As we shall prove, this pencil is 
indeed an adequate tool for solving our problem. 
A strong motivation of our work was the fact that the solution for the 
discrete-time suboptimal H” problem involves the stabilizing solutions of 
DTAREs with non-definite-sign R matrix. 
We can readily prove the uniqueness of the stabilizing solution of the 
DTARE if it exists. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf (1) has a stabilizing solution, then it is unique. 
Proof. Let Xi and X, be two stabilizing solutions of (1). Subtracting 
the relation satisfied by X, from the relation satisfied by Xi, one obtains 
A;s( X, - X,) A,, - (X, - X,) = 0. 
Since A,, and A,, are both asymptotically stable, the above Sylvester 
equation has the unique solution Xi - X, = 0. Hence the two solutions 
coincide. ??
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall review some basic notions and notation concerning 
matrix pencil theory. We shall be concerned only with regular pencils 
AM - N, M, N E R”‘“, i.e., det( AM - N) f 0. For such a pencil A,, E C 
is a generalized eigenvalue of multiplicity k if A, is a root of multiplicity k 
for the polynomial det( AM - N); infinity is a generalized eigenvalue of 
multiplicity k if 0 is a root of multiplicity k for the polynomial det( M - AN 1. 
The collection of all generalized eigenvalues (finite or not), including multi- 
plicity, is called the spectrum of the pencil and will be denoted A( M, N 1. 
For a regular pencil as above, the spectrum consists of exactly n generalized 
eigenvalues. For a systematic and extensive treatment of these matters see [6] 
and [7]. 
A subspace YC R” of dimension p is called a deflating subspace for the 
regular pencil AM - N if 
dim( MT+ NY) = dim Y= p. (5) 
It is shown in [4] that in this case there exist two orthogonal matrices Q and 
Z such that 
QMZ=[;’ ;:I, QNZ==[;l ::,I. (6) 
where M,, and N,, are p X p matrices and 
det( AM,, - N,,)det( AM - N). (7) 
We denote ACM,,, N,,) = ACM, N)lY. If M,, is nonsingular(i.e., A M,, - 
N,, has no eigenvalues at infinity), then, denoting 
S e M,‘N,,, (8) 
V is a basis for 7 and it follows immediately that 
Nv=Mvs. (10) 
Note that (10) still holds if V is replaced with any arbitrary basis matrix of 7 
and S is adequately modified. Conversely, if (10) holds for an arbitrary basis 
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V and S E RPXP, it can be shown that y& ]Im V is a deflating subspace for 
AM - N, and Q and Z can be chosen such that in (6) M,, = 1 and N,, is 
similar to S. In this case (7) assures that h(S) = ACM, N)IZ/. 
3. EXTENDED SYMPLECTIC PENCIL ASSOCIATED TO THE 
DTARE 
The following object will play a central part in our developments. 
DEFINITION 2. The matrix pencil AM - N with M E R(2nf’f’)X(2”f’7’) 
and N E R@nfm)X@n+nt), where [5] 
M+ ;t; ;], N+ 3 j, (11) 
is called the extended symplectic pencil (ESP) associated to the DTARE. 
REMARK. The pencil (11) appears naturally when writing the canonical 
system associated to (3) and (4) in descriptor form. 
Let’s derive now some simple properties of the ESP 
PROFQSITION 2. Zf the ESP is regular, then: 
1. degdet(hM - N) < 2n; 
2. if A # 0 is a generalized eigenvalue of the ESP, then l/A is also a 
generalized eigenvalue of the same multiplicity; 
3. if A = 0 is a generalized eigenvalue of multiplicity r, then A = 03 is a 
generalized eigenvalue of multiplicity m + r. 
Proof. A simple computation shows that 
det(hM-N) =(-l)mA”det(AZ-A)det ;I-A’. 
( 1 
R + Lr( AZ - A))‘Z? + Br 
-I 
+BT 
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Let’s introduce now the Popov function (81 
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W( p, A) =[Br(pZ-A’)-’ Z] (*l-;)-lB 1 = WT(A, P). 
(13) 
It is proved in [8] that 
r( Z.L, A) = det( AZ - A) det( PI - A’) det W( Z_L, A) (14) 
is a polynomial in ~1. and A having at most degree n in each variable. This 
polynomial is called the characteristic poZynomiaZ of the pair (31, (4). 
With (141, Equation (12) can be rewritten as 
det(AM-N) =(-l)mAn~ (15) 
Now part 1 follows immediately from the above-cited result. Remark that 
part 1 could be also obtained by noticing that dim ker M 2 m. 
For parts 2 and 3 we use the following chain of identities: 
det( M - AN) = A”‘+“‘det (-I)m(+(A> ;) 
= A”( -l)“h”?~ = A”det(AM - N). 
Hence 
Azndet(bM-N)=det(AM-N), 
which implies part 2, and 
det( M - AN) = A”’ det( AM - N), 
which implies part 3. 
DEFINITION 3. We call an ESP dichotomic if it has no generalized 
eigenvalues on the unit circle. 
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From Proposition 3, we can easily derive the following 
COROLLARY 1. Assume the ESP regular. Then it is dichotomic @it has n 
generalized eigenvalues inside the unit disk. In this case the generalized 
eigenvalues can be arranged as 
1 
0 )..., O,h,+, )..., h”,;ij- )..., -,_“,./ m 
A (16) 
~ 
11 r+ 1 
r 111 + r 
with 0 < 1 hiI < 1, i = r + 1,. . , n. 
Proof. 3: Assume there are r eigenvalues at the origin and p nonzero 
eigenvalues inside the unit disk. According to Proposition 2, there exist p 
finite eigenvalues outside the unit disk and m + r eigenvalues at infinity. As 
the ESP is dichotomic, there are no other eigenvalues. Since there are exactly 
2n + m eigenvalues, we have 2r + 2p + m = 2n + m, so p = n - r, and 
this implies that there are n eigenvalues in the unit disk. The arrangement 
(16) follows directly. 
(=: Assume there are r eigenvalues at the origin and n - r nonzero 
eigenvalues inside the unit disk. It follows from Proposition 2 that there are 
2n + m eigenvalues not lying on the unit circle. Hence there are no 
eigenvalues on the unit circle. ??
DEFINITION 4. Suppose the ESP is regular. A deflating subspace of the 
ESP will be called stable if A( M, N 17 lies inside the unit disk. 
For such a deflating subspace M,, in (6) is nonsingular, as A( M, N )I Y 
has no eigenvalues at infinity. In this case (10) holds for an arbitrary basis V 
and a suitable stable S. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume the ESP is regular. Then it is dichotomic iff it 
has a n-dimensional stable deflating subspace. 
Proof. a: Following [9], there exist two orthogonal matrices Q and 2 
such that 
Ai A QMZ, ti k QNZ (17) 
are quasi upper right triangular (upper triangular except for 2 X 2 diagonal 
blocks corresponding to complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs). Moreover, Q 
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and 2 can be chosen (see [4, 71) such that the blocks correspondipg LO the 
stable generalized eigenvalues are all in the upper left quarters of M, N, i.e., 
(18) 
with A( M,,, N,,) inside the unit disk, and consequently M,, is nonsingular. 
According to Corollary 1, M, , , N,, are exactly n X n. 
Let 
which is obviously manic. Then, with S = M,‘N,,, (10) holds. S is stable, 
and MS) = (0,. . . ,O, A,, 1,. . . , A,,} [see (16)]. Hence, according to Section 
2, YL Im V is a n-dimensional stable deflating subspace of the ESP. 
e : Let be a n-dimensional stable subspace. Then A( M, N )I7 contains 
n generalized eigenvalues inside the unit disk. Following Corollary 1, the 
ESP is dichotomic. W 
COROLLARY 2. For any basis matrix V of a stable deflating subspace as in 
(191, 
vp, = v;vp 
Proof. The relation (10) can be written explicitly 
AV, + +BV, = V,S, 
QV, - V, + LV,= -ATV2S, 
LTV, + + RV,= -BT17,S. 
as 
(201 
Premultiplying the second equation in (20) by V;” and the third by VT, and 
using the first, we get 
S’V,TV,S - VTV, + V,TQV, + V,TLV, + V,TLTV, + V,TRV, = 0. 
Since S is stable, ViTV, is the unique symmetric solution to the above 
Lyapunov equation with symmetric free term. ??
DEFINITION 5. A regular and dichotomic ESP is called disconjugute if in 
(19) V, is nonsingular. 
Notice that the above definition is independent of the particular choice of 
the basis matrix. 
4. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. A DTARE has a stabilizing solution @the associated ESP is 
disconjugate. 
Proof. -== : Assume the ESP is disconjugate. Let’s denote 
x =+ v,v,- ’ ) F k V,V,- ’ , s^ p vp,‘. (21) 
Notice that according to Corollary 2, X = X”‘. The relation (20) can be 
rewritten now as 
A + BF = s^, 
Q - X + LF = -A’X$ (22) 
L’ + RF = -B?‘XS^. 
Substituting s^ from the first into the second and the third equation in (22), 
we get 
A’XA-X-F’(R+BTXB)F+Q=O, 
L’ + B?‘XA = - (I? + BTXB)F. (23) 
Performing : .mple manipulations on (231, one obtains the following identity, 
encountered in the literature as the spectral factorization identity: 
where W( CL, A) is the Popov function defined in (13). As the ESP is regular, 
we get det W(l/h, A) f 0; h ence, from (24), R + BTXB is nonsingular. 
From (23) F can be eliminated and we infer that X satisfies the DTARE (1). 
Furthermore, F is exactly the stabilizing feedback matrix (2). 
=+: Let X be the stabilizing solution of the DTARE, and F the 
stabilizing feedback matrix. Then the identity (24) can be again derived. As 
R + BTXB is nonsingular, it follows that the ESP is regular. 
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Let 
Using the DTARE, it can be easily checked that V is the basis matrix of a 
stable deflating subspace with V, = I, S = A + BF. Hence the ESP is 
disconjugate. ??
5. ALGORITHM AND A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The above results can be converted into a computer-implementable 
algorithm: 
Steer 1. Compute the ESP (111, and bring it into the ordered generalized 
Schur form Ai%? - Z?. 
Step 2. Check if the first n generalized $genvalyes, i.e. those corre- 
sponding to the n X n upper left quarter of M and N, are inside the unit 
disk. If not, STOP. 
step 3. Let 
V, )n 
vg v, },1 
ii 
(191 
V, } 111 
by the first n columns of 2. If V is singular, the ESP is not disconjugate; 
STOP. 
Step 4. The stabilizing solution to the DTARE and the stabilizing 
feedback are 
x = v,v;‘, F = VJ;’ 
END. 
The algorithm was implemented as a . m file under PC-MATLAB using the 
functions from a special package HTOOLS [lo]. For the following numerical 
example with singular A and R, 
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X= 
[ 
- 1.4021 
13.0569 
with an error of order 
-l~~::~:~]' 
11.0098 
F = [ -::t% -,9.6090] 
lo- ’ ‘. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A necessary and sufficient condition has been given in order that the 
discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation may have a stabilizing solution. The 
result is effective in the sense that it leads to a computer-implementable 
algorithm. 
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